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Abstract
Any measurement scheme involving interference of quantum states of the electromagnetic ﬁeld
necessarily mixes information about the spatiotemporal structure of these ﬁelds and quantum states
in the recorded data. We show that in this case, a trade-off is possible between extracting information
about the quantum states and the structure of the underlying ﬁelds, with the modal overlap being
either a goal or a convenient tool of the reconstruction. We show that varying quantum states in a
controlled way allows one to infer temporal proﬁles of modes. Vice versa, for the known quantum
state of the probe and controlled variable overlap, one can infer the quantum state of the signal. We
demonstrate this trade-offby performing an experiment using the simplest on–off detection in an
unbalanced weak homodyning scheme. For the single-mode case, we demonstrate experimentally
inference of the overlap and a few-photon signal state. Moreover, we show theoretically that the same
single-detector scheme is sufﬁcient even for arbitrary multi-mode ﬁelds.

1. Introduction
Quantum optical technologies are built on the generation, manipulation and detection of quantum states in
well-deﬁned modes of the electromagnetic ﬁeld. Quantum state tomography (QST) [1, 2] describes the
identiﬁcation and reconstruction of quantum states, and is therefore an essential tool with both fundamental
and practical applications. Optical QST can be performed using a variety of different methods; common to each
is the variation of a known probe ﬁeld which interferes with a signal, followed by extraction of information about
the signal from the resulting measurement. In standard homodyne tomography, the bright probe (local
oscillator—LO) ﬁeld acts as an optical ampliﬁer and mode ﬁlter. Scanning phase space by varying the LO phase,
balanced homodyne detection then facilitates measurement of the quasi probability distribution, fully
characterizing the quantum state. Successful reconstruction of the state requires high mode overlap between the
signal and the LO, since any mode mismatch manifests as loss and is highly detrimental to the scheme [1, 2]. In
weak-ﬁeld homodyne detection, the LO is replaced by a coherent probe ﬁeld of mean intensity comparable to
the signal, typically of the order ∣a∣2 ~ 1. Here, the magnitude as well as the phase of the weak probe is varied
and the state may be reconstructed from the photon-counting statistics following interference of the two beams
[3]. In contrast to strong-ﬁeld homodyning, part of the signal which does not interfere with the weak probe is
still detected, such that additional information about the state may be obtained. For particular interaction
parameters, an elegant interpretation of the weak-ﬁeld approach is the direct probing of the Wigner function by
sampling phase space at a point determined by the amplitude and phase of the probe [4]. Not only coherent
probes and interactions can be used to reconstruct the photon number distribution of a signal state, noise and
losses can also be exploited for this purpose [5–9]. For example, in noise tomography varying the amplitude of
probe in thermal state and a single on–off detector are sufﬁcient [6] for quantum state diagnostics.
In this Paper, we present a method for state tomography based on imperfect and variable overlap of the
signal and probe in unbalanced homodyning scheme. Crucially, our method also allows to extract information
© 2018 The Author(s). Published by IOP Publishing Ltd on behalf of Deutsche Physikalische Gesellschaft
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Figure 1. (A) A scheme of the simplest measurement set-up. Two incoming modes (signal and probe) are combined on a beam
splitter. One outgoing mode from the beam splitter is measured with an on/off detector. (B) A general scheme of the weak-probe
measurement set-up for multi-mode signal and probe ﬁelds. Two sets of S incoming modes (signal and probe) are combined on a
beam splitter. A set outgoing from one of the beam splitter outputs is measured with an on/off detector.

about the underlying mode structure. Indeed, given a known quantum state occupying an unknown mode, this
method can be used to infer the overlap, and, thus, to identify the shape of this mode. In this sense, it may be
considered as a diagnostic tool for existing tomographic reconstructions schemes, where identifying the modes
is crucial to measuring the whole state [10]. Several techniques have been shown to shape temporal mode
proﬁles [11–18, 30–35] and the method to infer a modal temporal proﬁle has a considerable practical value.
We demonstrate these techniques experimentally using heralded single and two-photon states in welldeﬁned modes and coherent probe ﬁeld. The suggested tomographic scheme is resource efﬁcient, requiring a
single on–off detector. We show that for an arbitrary known signal with a diagonal density matrix, the overlap
modulus can be found from just one measurement. This can be an important advantage over, for example,
standard quantum homodyne tomography with a strong probe. For instance, for single-photon strong-probe
homodyning, involved algorithms for ﬁtting the temporal proﬁle are needed for reconstruction [19]. Moreover,
by weak-probe homodyning it is possible to infer the overlap even for the unknown quantum state of the signal
[9]. For that, measurements should be done for the set of different detection efﬁciencies, in addition to the
variation in a controlled way of the quantum state of the probe. Note that the variable overlap can be also used
for the reconstruction with the thermal probe. Finally, theoretically, we extend the scheme to cover the more
general case where the signal occupies multiple modes.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we introduce the concept of the overlap and temporal
proﬁle, describe the scheme and discuss the role of the overlap for the simplest single-mode case. In section 3 we
describe the measurement set-up and experimental results for the signal state reconstruction for single-photon
and two-photon signals. We also discuss there the inference of the overlap and give the experimental illustration
for the single-photon state. In section 4 we describe the extension of our scheme for the multi-mode case.
In section 2, appendix B and at the end of the experimental section 3 we explicitly address the speciﬁc
features and advantages of harnessing the imperfect overlap in weak-probe scheme for reconstruction. We show
that the temporal proﬁle of the signal can be found from a set of overlap values obtained by the simple time-delay
of the probe pulse, for different proﬁles of the probe. For our weak-probe scheme, the overlap modiﬁcation by
the time-delay of the probe pulse also gives a sufﬁcient degree of control for building a set of measurements for
the reconstruction of the signal state. We show that varying the overlap is not equivalent to varying the probe
ﬁeld amplitude, and in some cases variation of the overlap provides an informational advantage over weak-ﬁeld
homodyne tomography. Using the Fisher information parameter [20], we have shown that for our scheme
variation of the overlap can be signiﬁcantly more efﬁcient than variation of the amplitude of the probe state.

2. The scheme and the trade-off for the single-mode case
To demonstrate the basic features of the reconstruction of modal proﬁles and quantum states and trade-off
between them, let us consider the simplest interference-based measurement scheme consisting of just one
beam-splitter (BS) and on/off detector depicted in ﬁgure 1(A). The signal pulse interferes on the BS with the
probe pulse of a comparable intensity, the result is impinging on the detector, and the number of clicks is
recorded. Let us start our consideration with the simplest single-mode case.
For illustration, we start with a methodologically and practically important case of the probe and signal ﬁelds
in single-mode spectrally pure states. We assume that the input temporal modes of the same polarization in
ﬁgure 1(A) are described by the collective operators
2
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Ax =

ò0

¥

dw f x ( w ) a x ( w ) ,

(1)

where the index x denotes either signal, s, or probe, p, modes; ax(w) is the annihilation operator of the photon in
¥
the plane wave with the frequency ω; ò dw∣ fx (w )∣2 = 1. Again, we assume that both inputs are single mode
0
and in the same spatial mode. Thus, a degree of distinguishabity is described by the overlap

ò0

f1 =

¥

dwfs (w ) f p (w )*.

(2)

We assume that the BS acts similarly on input plane wave modes of arbitrary frequency.
For the BS with the transmittivity T, the probability to register ‘no click’ on the detector is given by the
following equation [4]:
p = Tr{ :exp {- T 2h (as† as + m2a p† a p + mf1 as† a p + mf1*a p† as)} : rp rs} ,

(3)

where :: denotes the normal ordering operator, η is the detection efﬁciency, and m = (1 - T ) T . Initial states
are described by the density matrices ρx. Equation (3) gives a picture of the inﬂuence of distinguishability on the
measurement result. For the low overlap, ∣f1∣
1, the probability is close to the product of two ‘no click’
probabilities for the signal and probe states. For ∣f1∣
1, the detector is measuring a single superposition mode.
Equation (3) gives also a clear hint about additional possibilities given by the overlap control: for example,
changing a respective overlap phase by π is equivalent to measuring the outcome of the other port of a
balanced BS.
To get more insight, let us represent both the signal and the probe as the sum of the coherent projectors
rs ( p ) =

å c js ( p) ∣a (b )j ñáa (b )j ∣,

(4)

j

where the coefﬁcients cjs ( p ) are real, but not necessarily positive. A ﬁnite discrete representation of this kind is
usually implemented in data-pattern tomography schemes [21–25]. From equation (3) we get
p=

å c js ckp exp{-T 2h (∣aj ∣2 + m2∣bk∣2 + mf1 a*j bk + mf1*b*k aj )}.

(5)

jk

From equation (5) shows both the possibility to infer the overlap, f1, for the known signal by ﬁtting the
registered signal with the model one for different probes, and to build a set of measurements sufﬁcient for
inferring a signal state by controlled change of the overlap.
2.1. Inferring the overlap
Let us prove that it is indeed possible to infer the overlap between an arbitrary known signal state and the known
probe by varying the probe state. First of all, let us assume that the probe is in the coherent state, ∣bñ, and re-write
equation (5) for the case as
p = áb¯ ∣r¯s∣b¯ ñ exp {- (1 - T 2) h∣b∣2 (1 - ∣f1∣2 )},

(6)

where the matrix r̄s is the density matrix of the damped signal, i.e., transformed in the following way
rs =

å c js∣aj ñáaj ∣
j

r¯s =

å c js∣

h Ta j ñá h Ta j ∣ ,

(7)

j

and the damped amplitude of the probe is b¯ = - h (1 - T 2) f1*b .
Now let us measure the zero-click probability, p, for the randomly and homogeneously varying phase of the
probe ﬁeld. After averaging over the random phase, we obtain the following formula
p=

¥

å fn

n= 0

h n∣f1 b∣2n (1 - T 2)n
exp {- (1 - T 2) h∣b∣2 },
n!

(8)

where fn are diagonal elements of the damped signal density matrix r̄s in the Fock-state basis. A remarkable
property of equation (8) is the monotonous dependence of the probability p on the modulus of the overlap, ∣f1∣.
So, a measurement with just one randomized-phase probe is sufﬁcient to infer the modulus of the overlap for an
arbitrary signal state. Obviously, for the known diagonal signal just one probe is sufﬁcient for inferring the
modulus of the overlap. After inferring the modulus of the overlap, one can easily ﬁt the phase taking a
measurement for the probe with a particular phase. The illustration of the overlap inference is shown in ﬁgure 2.
The dependence of the zero-click probability on the overlap modulus for the phase-averaged probe is shown in
ﬁgure 2(a) for the coherent and single-photon signal. Panels ﬁgures 2(b), (c) illustrate an inﬂuence of the relative
overlap phase on the zero-click probability.
3
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Figure 2. The zero-click probability distribution as a function of the overlap f. The panel (a) shows the dependence of the zero-click
probability p0 on the modulus of the overlap for the signal in a coherent state (solid line) and a single-photon state (dashed line). The
probe is a coherent state with the modulus of the amplitude equal to unity and a random phase. The panels (b), (c) show the zero-click
probability for a ﬁxed coherent signal and varied probe, β, for the two different values of the overlap. The panel (b) corresponds to the
intensity overlap equal to 1 and the overlap phase of 3π/2 with respect to the phase between the signal and the probe ﬁelds; the
amplitude of the signal is 2. The panel (c) is for the overlap equal to 0.95. For all the graphs the detection efﬁciency, η=0.59; and the
transmittivity of BS, T2=0.466; the amplitude of the signal for panels (b), (c) is 2 h T .

2.2. Inferring the temporal/spectral mode proﬁle
For the set of known overlap values, it is straightforward to infer the product of spectral envelopes of the signal
and probe modes. If we vary the overlap using the time-delay for one of the pulses, the product of the frequency
proﬁles of the modes of the signal state,fs(ω), and the probe state,fp(ω), is connected to the overlap by the
Fourier transform:
f (d t ) =

ò dwfs (w) f p*(w) exp{-iwdt},

(9)

where δt is the value of time-delay. The problem of the proﬁle inference remains feasible even in the case of when
only the modulus of the overlap is estimated. It is a particular case of much discussed phase-retrieval problem
commonly encountered in the image reconstruction (see, for example, the recent brief review [26]). One of the
simplest ways to do the proﬁle inference is to represent fs (w ) f p* (w ) as a superposition of some localized basis
functions, typically the Hermite-Gaussian functions are used. Such a representation is useful, for example, for
the reconstruction of the states generated in a spontaneous down conversion schemes [27].
2.3. Inferring the signal state
Finally, let us consider an inference of the signal state by variation of the overlap. Equation (6) can be re-written
in the following form
p=

exp {- (1 - T 2) h∣b∣2 (1 - ∣f1∣2 )}
1 - hT 2

¯

ò d2a e-s∣a-b ∣ Q (a, a*),
2

(10)

hT 2

where s = 1 - hT 2 ,and Q(α, α*) is the Husimi Q-function for the original signal state ρs. Equation (10) is a
generalization for the imperfect overlap of the result obtained in [3] for the ideal overlap and guarantees the
possibility of the reconstruction by varying the overlap. Indeed, equation (10) is just the the Weierstrass
transform which can be inverted (see appendix A). However, to infer a set of discrete parameters, such as density
matrix coefﬁcients in the Fock states basis, it is not necessary to revert to the inverse Weierstrass transform. To
that end, let us consider representation of ρs in some discrete basis. For example, in Fock-state basis the Qfunction can be represented as
Q (a , a*) =

1 - ∣ a ∣2
(a*)n am
e
rn, m
,
å
p
n!m!
n, m 0

where the matrix elements rn, m º án∣rs∣mñ. From equations (10), (11) it follows that the probability of zero
clicks as a function of parameter b̄ is given by:
4
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Figure 3. Schematic picture showing the experimental setup. SF: spectral ﬁlter; EOM: electro-optic modulator; AOM: acousto-optic
modulator; Att: attenuator; PC: polarization controller.

p (b¯ , b¯ *) = exp {- h (1 - T 2)∣b∣2 } (b¯ , b¯ *) ,

(12)

where (b¯ , b¯ *) is an expansion in non-negative powers of b̄ and b̄ *, which reads
(b¯ , b¯ *) =

å
n, m 0

⎛
⎛ ∣ y∣2 ⎞
∣ y∣2 ⎞ n m
exp ⎜ ⎟ ¶ y ¶ y* exp ⎜
⎟
⎝ 1 + s⎠
⎝1 + s ⎠
n!m!

rn, m

.
y = sb¯

(13)

Equation (12) points to some important conclusions. First of all, for the realistic ﬁnite reconstruction subspace
(corresponding to the truncation of the Fock state expansion of the signal density matrix), one can indeed infer
the signal state for a ﬁnite number of b̄ values. It is always possible to choose such a number of b̄ values as to
interpolate a continuous function (b¯ , b¯ *) by the Lagrange polynomials with sufﬁcient accuracy. This allows
then to infer the Q-function. Of course, it is more practical to infer a discrete set of expansion coefﬁcients, ρm, n.
This can be done in a number of already well-established ways (for example, by inverting equation (5) using
constrained least-square methods [22, 23], or maximum-likelihood methods [9]). From equation (5) it also
follows that one can get the set of b̄ -points sufﬁcient for reconstruction of any ﬁnite-subspace expansion of ρs
for an arbitrarily small probe state amplitude, β.
To realize the scheme in practice, it is necessary to devise a way to change the overlap to produce the set of
values, {b¯ j}, sufﬁcient for the inference. This can be achieved by shaping the spectral proﬁle of the mode (see, for
example, [11–18]). However, one really does not need to manipulate precisely a shape of the probe pulse to
obtain the necessary set; a simple time-delay arrangement is sufﬁcient (see section 3 for details).
In conclusion of this section, it is instructive to outline a difference between a reconstruction by varying the
amplitude of the probe ﬁeld and the overlap. Equation (6) seems to suggest that both methods are similar.
However, in fact they are not. The difference can be well illustrated with just coherent signal and probe states. It
is easy to see that the logarithm of the zero click probability,
ln p = - T 2h (∣a∣2 + m2∣b∣2 + mf1 a*b + mf1*b *a)

is a quadratic function of the probe ﬁeld amplitude, β(and the signal ﬁeld amplitude, α). But ln p is a linear
function of the overlap value. Thus, without knowledge of the signal state, α, it is not possible to reproduce a set
of probabilities obtained by the variation of the overlap with the set of probabilities obtained by variation of the
probe state amplitude (even up to some constant multiplier). Also, obviously, informational content of both
measurements is quite different (see the appendix B for the Fisher information calculation).

3. Experimental results
We illustrate the possibility of the single-mode state-proﬁle trade-off with single and two-photon states obtained
using the usual parametric down-conversion scheme. The setup used for this experiment is shown in ﬁgure 3.
The signal is generated in an engineered periodically poled potassium titanyl phosphate (KTP) waveguide
(AdvR) with a type-II parametric down-conversion process [28]. The source can generate a nearly spectrally
decorrelated state at 1550 nm. The down conversion is pumped at 775 nm with frequency doubled light from an
OPO system (Coherent Chameleon Compact OPO). The residual pump light from the OPO at 1550 nm is used
as a weak probe ﬁeld. To adapt the spectrum of the probe ﬁeld to the signal, spectral shaping involving
bandwidth and spectral phase (Finisar Waveshaper 4000) is employed. An automated free space variable delay
line is used to change the relative timing between signal and probe. Both ﬁelds are then combined on a ﬁber
integrated BS. The idler mode from the parametric down conversion is split on a second 50/50 BS allowing for
heralding on one or two clicks. The light is detected with superconducting nano-wire detectors (Photon Spot).
The repetition rate of the experiment is limited to 1 MHz. An acousto-optic modulator is used to lower the
repetition rate for the 775 nm light whereas a ﬁber integrated electro-optic modulator is used for the probe ﬁeld.
5
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Figure 4. Experimental results for the quantum state reconstruction of the single-mode signal and probe. (a) Zero-click probability for
the single-photon state. Black points correspond to the measured data; red line corresponds to the ﬁt. (b) The inferred photonnumber distribution for the single-photon state (wide light-gray bars). Narrow dark-gray bars correspond to the state estimate
obtained for the ﬁxed detector efﬁciency and known parameters of the signal. (c) Zero-click probability for the two-photon state.
Black points correspond to the measured data; red line corresponds to the ﬁt. Different values of the overlap were obtained by delaying
the probe pulse. (d) The inferred photon-number distribution for the two-photon state. Narrow dark-gray bars correspond to the
state estimate obtained for the ﬁxed detector efﬁciency and known parameters of the signal. Higher photon number components arise
from the strongly pump down-conversion in combination with loss during the heralding process. For all the graphs the efﬁciency,
η=0.59; ∣U1,2∣2 = 0.544; U 1,2 and U 1,1 are taken to be real.

A total of 81 different delays between signal and probe where scanned with an acquisition time of 150 s each.
Between these measurements automated shutters were used to either measure the PDC signal or the probe ﬁeld
to account for long term drifts. While only using the PDC signal (shutter 2 is closed) the Klyshko efﬁciency can
be measured giving the product of all efﬁciencies after the PDC [29]. In addition a calibrated coherent state is
used to measure the efﬁciency from the BS (where signal and probe are combined) to the detectors. The BS has a
slight asymmetry with a transmittivity of 43.6. The overlap is estimated by analyzing the Hong–Ou–Mandel
interference pattern between probe and signal. The multi-photon components in the signal and probe reduced
the visibility of the Hong–Ou–Mandel interference, even in the case of perfect modal overlap. The probe ﬁeld
with the average number of photons 0.19 was used.
The results of the quantum state reconstruction for the single-photon and two-photon states are displayed in
ﬁgures 4(b), (d). Estimation of the photon-number distributions was performed using equations (5), (8) for least
squares ﬁt with linear constraints5. Notice that the registered experimental data (ﬁgures 4(a), (c)) show presence
of signiﬁcant efﬁciency drifts due to rather long acquisition time and temperature instabilities. These drifts were
estimated by measuring the zero-click probability in the absence of the probe and incorporated in the model.
Initial efﬁciency of the detector including all losses after the BS was found to be η=0.59. This efﬁciency was
measured using a known birght coherent state and calibrated attenuators. In ﬁgures 4(b), (d) we have also shown
single and two-photon states estimated from known parameters of the state generated by the parametric down
conversion (narrow dark-gray bars). They are obtained for the squeezing value of r=0.382 and ﬁxed efﬁciency
η. Notably, one can see despite the drifts, the two-photon states obtained by different estimation methods are
quite close.
The crucial part of the procedure is the experimental inference of the actual value of the overlap as was
described in section 2.1. The overlap proﬁle inferred for the single-photon states is shown in ﬁgure 5.
Here one should emphasize the different role played by the overlap in different measurement schemes, in
particular, in homodyning with a strong probe and non-balanced scheme with the weak probe as the one
described and implemented in our work. In balanced homodyning with a strong probe the role of the ﬁnite
overlap is equivalent to additional detection loss. As it was shown in the section 2.3 and appendix B, the role of
the overlap for the non-balanced scheme with a weak probe is quite different. The phase of the overlap is rather
important for the complete reconstruction (this one can see, for example, in ﬁgure 2(b)). As we have
demonstrated here, it is possible to build a set of measurements sufﬁcient for the complete reconstruction of the
signal by varying the phase and the modulus of the overlap for the ﬁxed coherent probe. Finally, with the weak
5

Error estimation was performed for 100 sets of the input data generated by randomly taking out one value from 15 of those corresponding
to each overlap value and summing the rest; for each set the second bootstrap was performed taking 1000 random sets of 81 overlap points.
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Figure 5. Experimental results for the overlap inference for the coherent probe and the single-photon signal. Dotted red line shows the
provided overlap values; squares shows the inferred overlap values for the inferred single photon state, 0.335∣0ñá0∣ + 0.665∣1ñá1∣.
Other parameters are as for ﬁgure 4.

probe one can infer the modulus of the overlap even without knowing the signal [9] by additional variation of the
detector efﬁciency. So, the weak-probe scheme indeed gives the possibility to detect appearance of
distinguishability between the signal and probe modes.

4. Scheme for the multi-mode ﬁelds
Finally, let us show how the state of an arbitrary multi-mode ﬁeld can be inferred with the simplest measurement
set-up with on/off detectors. The signal ﬁeld is mixed with the probe ﬁeld on the BS; the outputs (or just one of
them) are impinging on the on/off detectors as depicted in ﬁgure 1(B).
As illustrated in ﬁgure 1(B), the imperfect overlap on the BS can be modeled by separating the input ﬁelds into the
modes perfectly overlapping on the BS (‘modes mixed by BS’) and the modes with zero overlap thus not interacting
on the BS (‘modes not mixed by BS’). Then let the two inputs and two outputs on a BS be given by the mode creation
operators ak†, s and bk†, s , where k=1, 2 is the operating mode mixed by the BS (solid red lines in ﬁgure 1(B)), whereas
s = 1, K, S enumerates the basis of the invariant modes, i.e., not mixed by the BS (various dashed and dashed–dotted
lines in ﬁgure 1(B)). The BS itself is represented by a unitary matrix U which relate the output to the input operators:
bk†, s =

å

l = 1,2

Uk, lal†, s.

(14)

In the matrix form it can be written as b† = (U Ä I ) a†, where I is the S-dimensional identity matrix and
a = (a1, a2) with a k = (ak,1, ¼, ak, S ), etc.
Consider an arbitrary multi-mode state at input k and the non-ideal on–off type detector placed at the
outputs of the BS. The quantum state ρ( k) of the input modes k can be conveniently written in Fock basis as
r (k) =

å
n, m 0

r(nk,)m∣nñám∣ ,

∣nñ º

S
s=1

(aks† )ns
ns !

∣0ñ.

(15)

Note that in this expression the multi-mode character of the ﬁeld is encapsulated in quantities in bold, e. g., ∣nñ
and n º (n1, ¼, nS ). Let ηk be the sensitivity of the detector at output mode k=1, 2. We are interested in the
probability that the detector k does not click. Such probabilities of no clicks at the outputs (zero-click
probabilities) are given by the generating function:
⎛
P (h1, h 2) º Tr ⎜⎜r (1) Ä r (2)
⎝
⎛
= Tr ⎜⎜r (1) Ä r (2)
⎝

⎛
S
⎤⎞
⎡
exp ⎢- å hk å bk†, s bk, s⎥⎟⎟ = Tr ⎜⎜r (1) Ä r (2)
⎥
⎢
⎦⎠
⎣ k = 1,2 s = 1
⎝
⎧ ⎡ ⎛h 0 ⎞
⎤ ⎫⎞
exp ⎨ - a ⎢U † ⎜ 1
⎟ U Ä I ⎥a†⎬ ⎟⎟ ,
⎦ ⎭⎠
⎩ ⎣ ⎝ 0 h2 ⎠
⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎧ ⎡⎛ h 0 ⎞
⎤ ⎫⎞
exp ⎨ - b ⎢⎜ 1
⎟ Ä I ⎥b†⎬ ⎟⎟
⎦ ⎭⎠
⎩ ⎣⎝ 0 h 2 ⎠
⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

(16)

where denotes the normal ordering of the creation and annihilation operators. For example, to calculate the
probability of no clicks at detector 1, p1(η1), we set η2=0 in equation (16), that is p1(η1)=P(η1, 0).
To compute the probabilities from the family of P(η1, η2) in equation (16), we use the following identity
exp {- a (I - H ) a†} =

7

exp {- a (H-1 - I ) a†}
,
det (H )

(17)
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where denotes the antinormal ordering of the creation and annihilation operators and H is some positive
semi-deﬁnite Hermitian matrix with eigenvalues bounded by 1. Equation (17) can be veriﬁed by diagonalizing
the matrix H, performing the series expansion of the exponents and checking the equality of both sides using the
Fock states. In equation (16) we can identify the matrix H and ﬁnd its inverse as:
H=

U†

⎛

⎛1 - h1
0 ⎞
⎜
⎟U Ä I,
h2 ⎠
0
1
⎝

H-1

= A Ä I,

Aº

1

⎜ 1 - h1
U†
⎜⎜
0
⎝

0 ⎞
⎟
U.
1 ⎟
⎟
1 - h2 ⎠

(18)

Note also that det (H ) = (1 - h1 )S (1 - h2 )S . Substituting equations (17) and (18) into equation (16) we then
obtain:
P (h1, h 2) =

1
(1 - h1

) S (1

- h2 )S

Tr (r (1) Ä r (2)

exp {- a ([A - I ] Ä I ) a†}).

(19)

We can evaluate the trace in equation (19) in the coherent state basis ∣ak ñ º ∣ak,1ñ Ä ¼ Ä ∣ak, Sñ by introducing
the generalized (multimode) Husimi function for each input state,
Q (k) (a , a†) º

1
áa∣r (k) ∣añ.
pS

(20)

The generalized Hiusimi function is normalized, ò dm (a) Q (k ) (a, a†) = 1 where dm (a) º
d2as = dReas d Im as and a = (a1, ¼, aS ). From equations (19) and (20) we obtain
P (h1, h 2) =

ò

dm (a1)

ò

dm (a2) Q (1) (a1, a1†) Q (2) (a2 , a†2)

S
s=1

exp {- a ([A - I ] Ä I ) a†}
.
(1 - h1 )S (1 - h 2 )S

d2as with
(21)

Here we have introduced the combined vector variable a º (a1, a2) with ak = (ak,1, ¼, ak, S ). The probabilities
of no click given by equation (21) provide the key relation for the reconstruction of an arbitrary multimode ﬁeld in
quantum state ρ(1) by mixing it with a probe ﬁeld ρ(2) on a BS with the use of the non-ideal on–off type detector(s).
For a set of coherent probes available in different modes the scheme becomes particularly simple. It allows us
to infer the multi-mode signal collecting a string of zeros and ones on merely one on/off detector. Let
r(2) = ∣bñáb∣ for some b = (b1, ¼, bS ). We have
Q (2) (a2 , a†2) =

1
exp {- ∣a2 - b∣2 }.
pS

(22)

To derive the expression for the probabilities, we use the identities for the BS transformation matrices:
* = -U12 U22
* , ∣U11∣ = ∣U22∣, and ∣U12∣ = ∣U21∣, which result from the unitarity of the
∣Uk1∣2 + ∣Uk2∣2 = 1, U11 U21
two-dimensional matrix U of the BS. For the Gaussian integrals, the following standard relation holds:

ò

-1 †
dm (a)
† + ah† + ga†} = exp {gB h } ,
exp
{
a
a
B
det (B)
pS

(23)

where a = (a1, ¼, aS ), B is a positive semi-deﬁnite Hermitian matrix, while g and h are S-dimensional vector
rows. Substituting (22) into (21) and evaluating the Gaussian integral over a2 using equation (23), we obtain
P (h1, h 2) =

-S exp

{

-

h1 h 2
∣b∣2
1-

}ò

⎧
⎪
1dm (a) exp ⎨
⎪
⎩

a+

*
(h1 - h 2) U11 U 21
b
1-

2⎫

⎬
Q (1) (a , a†) ,
⎪
⎭
(24)
⎪

where = 1 - h1∣U11∣2 - h2∣U21∣2.
Now, notably, for the coherent probes r(2) = ∣bñáb∣, the reconstruction of the multi-mode source ﬁeld ρ(1)
is possible from the no clicks probability even on just one detector, P(η1, 0), setting η2=0 in equation (24). This
is due to the fact that the expression in equation (24) is proportional to a multidimensional Weierstrass
transform of the Husimi function of the source ﬁeld, which allows for the inverse transform by the properties of
the Husimi function (see appendix).

5. Conclusions
Here we have shown that the state of an arbitrary multi-mode ﬁeld can be inferred using the imperfect overlap
between the signal and the reference ﬁelds using just one on/off detector. Moreover, information about the
temporal structure of the ﬁeld can be traded for the information about the quantum state of this ﬁeld, and
vice versa and reconstruction of both can be realized with the same measurement set-up. The key for such a
measurement scheme is to vary the imperfect mode overlap in a controlled way.
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For the single mode signal and reference ﬁelds, we show experimentally that this can be achieved by the simple time
delay of the probe. An important step in the procedure is the experimental estimation of the actual value of the mode
overlap f1 (2). Remarkably, for the single-mode case and for probe or signal in a diagonal state, for the known signal
the overlap can be inferred with just one ﬁxed probe state. The experimental results for the quantum state inference
from the knowledge of the spectral proﬁle by changing the overlap, and the reverse problem of estimating the overlap
from the knowledge of the signal state, are depicted in ﬁgure 5. The suggested scheme can be used for diagnostics of
devices (such as quantum pulse gate) which can possibly alter both temporal proﬁle and quantum states of the ﬁeld.
Thus we have shown that the distinguishability of modes can be a valuable resource. It can be implemented
for quantum state diagnostics and tomography. Actually, distinguishability and imperfect overlap of the probe
and signal is a bridge which allows to connect spacial, temporal and spectral features of wave-package carrying
the quantum state and parameters of this state.
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Appendix A
The multidimensional Weierstrass transform of a function Q (a) of a complex variable a = (a1, ¼, aS ) Î C S
is deﬁned as a convolution with the following multidimensional Gaussian (for σ>0)
(a , a†) =

ò dm (b) e-s∣a-b∣ Q (b, b †),

(25)

2

where b = (b1, ¼, bS ) Î C S . Assuming that there is the (multidimensional) Fourier transform of Q (a) (as in
the case of the Husimi function equation (20)), one can show that there is the inverse transform to equation (25).
Let us write the Fourier transform using the complex variables:
dm ( z )
dm (a)
exp {za† - az†} F (z , z†) , F (z , z†) =
exp {az† - za†} Q (a , a†). (26)
S
p
pS
Substituting the Fourier transform of equation (26) into equation (25) and evaluating the Gaussian integral with
the help of equation (23), we can put the Weierstrass transform in the differential operator form (i.e., an inﬁnite
series expansion):
Q (a , a†) =

(a , a†) =

ò

ò

⎛ 1 ⎞S
⎜
⎟
⎝s⎠

ò

⎧1
⎧
⎛ p ⎞S
∣z∣2 ⎫
⎬ F (z , z†) = ⎜ ⎟ exp ⎨
dm (z) exp ⎨za† - az† ⎝
⎠
⎩
s ⎭
s
⎩s

S

¶2

s=1

s

å ¶a*¶a

⎫
⎬ Q (a , a†). (27)
s⎭

Equation (27) has the inverse transformation (in the form of an inﬁnite series)
Q (a , a†) =

⎧ 1
⎛ s ⎞S
⎜
⎟ exp ⎨ ⎝p⎠
⎩ s

S

¶2

s=1

s

å ¶a*¶a

⎫
⎬
s⎭

(a , a†).

(28)

The inﬁnite series representation of equation (28) for the Husimi function from its Weierstrass transform can be
recast in the explicit form as an integral in R 2S. Substituting the operator identity
⎧ 1
exp ⎨ ⎩ s

S

¶2

å ¶a*¶a
s=1

s

⎫ ⎛ s ⎞S
⎬=⎜ ⎟
⎝p⎠
s⎭

ò

⎧
⎛S
¶
¶ ⎞⎫
+ zs
dm (z) exp ⎨ - s∣z∣2 + i ⎜å zs*
⎟⎬
¶a*s ⎠ ⎭
⎝s = 1 ¶as
⎩
⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

(29)

(derived by using equation (23)) into equation (28) and setting zs=xs+iys, we obtain:
⎛ s ⎞2 S
Q (a , a†) = ⎜ ⎟
⎝p⎠
⎛ s ⎞2 S
=⎜ ⎟
⎝p⎠

⎧

⎛

xs
ò dm (z) exp ⎨⎩-s∣z∣2 + i⎜⎝å
s = 1 ¶ Re as
⎪

S

¶

⎪

S

ò s=1

S
⎧
⎫
dx s dys exp ⎨ - s å (xs2 + ys2) ⎬
⎩
⎭
s=1

where R(Re a, Im a) is the Weierstrass transform
parts of the complex vectorα.
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+ ys

¶ ⎞⎫
⎟⎬
¶ Im as ⎠ ⎭

R (Re a

⎪
⎪

(a , a†)

+ ix , Im a + iy) ,

(30)

(a, a†) expressed as a function of the real and imaginary
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Figure B1. An example of the Fisher information parameter for the schemes of the overlap variation (black solid line) and the probe
amplitude variation (green dashed line). The Fisher information parameter is given by the variation of the second measurement point
deﬁned by y2=β2=f2β0. The inset shows the normalized probabilities p2norm = p2 ( p1 + p2 ), where pj are given by equations (31),
(32). The ﬁrst measurement is made for β1=0.5β0, or for f=0.5. For all calculations here we have β0=5, α=1, η=0.75.

Appendix B
Let us consider the basic example of a coherent signal and coherent probe. For the sake of simplicity, we assume
real amplitudes and overlaps, and a 50/50 BS for the on/off detection scheme with detector efﬁciency η. The ﬁrst
measurement scheme that we consider is to vary the probe amplitude and measure the frequencies of ‘no-clicks’
for the unit overlap. For this scheme, the probabilities are given by the following formula (we chose the detection
scheme to give us vacuum on the output of the BS for the probe and signal with equal amplitudes)
pja = exp {- 0.5h (a 2 + b 2j - 2ab j )}.

(31)

For this scheme we assume b Î [0, b0].
Next, we consider the scheme with variation of the overlap for the coherent signal and the coherent probe
with the ﬁxed amplitude β0. In this case, the probability of ‘no-clicks’ is given by the following expression [4]:
pjo = exp {- 0.5h (a 2 + b 20 - 2fj ab 0)} = exp { - 0.5h (a - fj b 0 )2 - 0.5hb 20 (1 - f 2j )} ,

(32)

where fj is the overlap.
Now let us try to choose a sequence of the overlap values, which reproduce the probabilities obtained by the
variation of the probe up to some constant multiplier (‘background’). So, we seek
pjo = pja exp {- 0.5hx} ,

(33)

where the parameter x does not depend on fj or βj. From equation (33) we have
fj =

bj
b0

-

x + b 2j - b 20
2ab 0

.

(34)

Obviously, without knowing a priori the amplitude α, it is not possible to choose the set of βj to achieve the same
set of probabilities pj, up to some constant background.
Now let us demonstrate an example of the scheme giving an information advantage to the overlap variation
procedure. We specify some maximal probe amplitude, β0. We aim to infer the unknown signal amplitude. We take
just two such measurements with the overlap variation scheme, and just two measurements with the probe variation
scheme assuming that βj=fjβ0. The informational content can be characterized by the Fisher information parameter
F=

å
"j

2
⎛
⎞
pj ⎡ ¶
pj ⎤2
1⎜
1 ⎡¶pj ⎤
1 ⎡¶P ⎤2⎟
⎢
⎥
ln
=
⎢
⎥
å
⎢ ⎥ ,
P ⎣¶a P ⎦
P ⎜⎝ " j pj ⎣¶a ⎦
P ⎣¶a ⎦ ⎟⎠

(35)

where P = å " jpj , and the probabilities are given by equations (31), (32). The Fisher information parameter
gives a lower bound of the variance of the signal amplitude unbiased estimation via the Cramer–Rao inequality,
Da2
[FN ]-1. For this case, N is the total number of ‘no-clicks’ for both measurements.
An example of the Fisher information calculation can be seen in ﬁgure B1. We keep the parameter
y2=β2=f2β0 equal for both schemes. The ﬁrst measurement is taken in the middle of the interval
(β1=0.5β0, or f1=0.5), the second is varied through the second half of the interval. The amplitude of the
signal is α=1 in the ﬁrst half of the interval.
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One can see from ﬁgure B1 that in our simple scheme, varying the overlap gives a better lower bound on
estimation errors (higher Fisher information) than varying the probe state amplitude.
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